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Heuristics

 Big data scientists, like travelers to a new land, are faced with the
daunting task of discovering which (storage) locations contain interesting attractions (i.e., research data)
 Many services, such as travel websites, provide user-specific recommendations derived
from analysis of huge amounts of usage data
 We explore how recommendation approaches can be adapted and applied to big data science. In particular, we create heuristics for
recommending Globus data locations

History: The most likely source (S) / destination (D) endpoint is
the most recent S/D endpoint used by a user
Markov Chain: A transition matrix of the observed probabilities
of using each endpoint as a S/D conditioned on a particular endpoint being previously used as a S/D
Most Unique Users: The most likely S/D endpoint is the S/D
endpoint with the most unique users

Recommendation
Mockup

Institution: The most likely S/D endpoint is the most popular
endpoint at that user’s institution
Endpoint Ownership: The most likely S/D endpoint is the endpoint most recently created by the user

Globus

Deep Recurrent Neural Networks
 Heuristics perform well for different classes of users
 We use a deep recurrent neural network [2] to combine heuristics
by ranking the predictions of each heuristic for the series of user
endpoint choices

Results
 Transfer accuracy: the average number of endpoints correctly predicted

 User accuracy: the average accuracy per user,
where a user's accuracy is
the fraction of that user's
endpoints correctly predicted
 The neural network, which combines heuristics, outperforms all individual heuristics
 The most unique users, institution, and owned endpoints heuristics
perform poorly except in cases where users have little or no transfer
history

Globus [1] network. Each endpoint is a vertex, larger if endpoint is
more popular. Edges between endpoints that have transferred,
more visible is transfer between pair is more frequent.
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Neural Network Block. Takes as input heuristic endpoint recommendations
and memory of past recommendations to user and outputs reweighted heuristic endpoint recommendations and updated recommendation memory
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